Abstract: Black carbon (BC) aerosol is of great importance not only for its strong potential in heating air and impacts on cloud, but also because of its hazards to human health. Wet deposition is regarded as the main sink of BC, constraining its lifetime and thus its impact on the environment and climate. However, substantial controversial and ambiguous issues in the wet scavenging processes of BC are apparent in current studies. Despite of its significance, there are only a small number of field studies that have investigated the incorporation of BC-containing particles into cloud droplets and influencing factors, in particular, the in-cloud scavenging, because it was simplicitly considered in many studies (as part of total wet scavenging). The mass scavenging efficiencies (MSEs) of BC were observed to be varied over the world, and the influencing factors were attributed to physical and chemical properties (e.g., size and chemical compositions) and meteorological conditions (cloud water content, temperature, etc.). In this review, we summarized the MSEs and potential factors that influence the in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging of BC. In general, MSEs of BC are lower at low-altitude regions (urban, suburban, and rural sites) and increase with the rising altitude, which serves as additional evidence that atmospheric aging plays an important role in the chemical modification of BC. Herein, higher altitude sites are more representative of free-tropospheric conditions, where BC is usually more aged. Despite of increasing knowledge of BC-cloud interaction, there are still challenges that need to be addressed to gain a better understanding of the wet scavenging of BC. We recommend that more comprehensive methods should be further estimated to obtain high time-resolved scavenging efficiency (SE) of BC, and to distinguish the impact of in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging on BC mass concentration, which is expected to be useful for constraining the gap between field observation and modeling simulation results.
during atmospheric transport [47, 48] . The increase of hygroscopicity can enhance the in-cloud scavenging of BC and thus reduces its lifetime in the atmosphere [49, 50] . While numerous studies have focused on the wet scavenging of BC, there is still no comprehensive review specific for this topic. On the other hand, Herckes et al. [36] reviewed the origin, process, and fate of organic matter in cloud/fog. Ervens et al. [52] reviewed the atmospheric processes of various gaseous and particulate species in cloud/fog. In this review paper, we summarize the measurement, scavenging efficiency (SE), and the influencing factors of wet scavenging of BC. The challenges in current studies and perspectives for further studies are also discussed.
Methods to Investigate Wet Scavenging of BC

In-Cloud Scavenging of BC
The SE is defined as the mass/number fraction of BC in cloud droplets, representing the fraction of BC scavenged in-cloud (Equation (1)) [40] .
SE = + × 100%
(1)
Where SE refers to MSE or number scavenging efficiency (NSE) and CRES and CINT denote the mass or number concentration of BC in dried cloud droplet residues and interstitial particles, respectively. During field observations, a counterflow virtual impactor (CVI), ground-based CVI (GCVI), or ice CVI (ICVI) is commonly applied in cloud/fog droplets sampling [53] [54] [55] . Briefly, droplets larger than the designated size are introduced into CVI inlet while those below the threshold are excluded by counter flow. Sampled droplets were dried in an evaporation chamber (40 °C) , and the resulting residues can be measured by downstream instruments [9] . The mass concentration of BC can be conventionally measured by online instruments such as aethalometer (AE), single particle soot spectrometer (SP2), particle soot/absorption photometer (PSAP), continuous soot monitoring system (COSMOS), and soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer (SP-AMS) [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . The number concentration of BC-containing particle can be quantitively determined by SP2 or semiquantitatively by a single particle mass spectrometer (SPMS) [40, 58] . The detailed measurement technologies of instruments can be found in the related references, so we do not repeat them here; this is the same for those in Section 2.2. In modeling studies, SE is usually expressed as the scavenging rate constant r (h −1 ). It is based on the hypothesis that r is in a linear relationship (first-order approximation) with the particle transfer rate into cloud droplets (Equation (2) or its differential form Equation (3)) [61, 62] .
Where Ct denotes the instantaneous mass concentration, C0 stands for the initial mass concentration, and t refers to the cloud processing duration (h).
Liu et al. [63] considered the liquid phase and ice phase separately and expressed the in-cloud scavenging coefficient as Equation (4).
Where Fin denotes the in-cloud scavenging rate (s −1 ) and Fprec p is the fractional rate of conversion of cloud droplet into precipitation. * denotes the fraction of hydrophilic BC in cloud droplets and ice crystals, and SFBC,liq and SFBC,ice denote the fraction of hydrophilic BC in these two phases, respectively. Prain and Psnow refers to the production of rain and snow (kg·m −3 ·s −1 ), respectively. Also, in mixed-phase clouds, WBF process and riming are competitive mechanisms that affecting in-cloud SE of BC, which dominate the SE under different conditions. A global 3-D chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) had been used to simulate the in-cloud scavenging behaviors in largescale mixed-phase clouds, in which the expressions of SE were various with riming or WBF effect dominating (Table 4 in Qi et al. [64] ).
In addition, some modeling studies explicitly simulate the cloud and aerosol microphysics instead of calculating the scavenging rate constant with a specific formula [65, 66] . These simulations may better represent the actual scavenging behaviors in cloud compare to the simple first-order assumption used in Equations (2) or (3).
Below-Cloud and Total Wet Scavenging of BC
As mentioned above, the total wet scavenging of BC by rainfall includes in-cloud and belowcloud scavenging. However, it is difficult to distinguish below-cloud scavenging from total wet scavenging. Consequently, a modeling simulation becomes a considerable tool to address such issues. Nevertheless, related researches focused on soluble compounds rather than BC [67, 68] . Unlike incloud scavenging, studies of total wet scavenging were generally fulfilled with offline approaches, which usually require pretreatments, rendering a lower time resolution. BC in rainwater samples are quantified with various methods, including thermal-optical technology (TOT) [69, 70] , SP2 [58] , and ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer (UV/VIS) [71] . Equation (2) is also compatible when studying the scavenging rate constant (r) in total wet scavenging by rainfall [61, 72, 73] .
Snowfall is another type of precipitation dominating in freezing cold areas. The scavenging ratio is usually defined as the quotient of the mass concentration of BC in snow to that in air (Equation (5)) [74] 
Where ωs refers to the scavenging ratio of BC by snowfall and Csnow (ng g −1 ) and Cair (μg m −3 ) denote the mass concentration of BC in snow and air, respectively. ρair is the density of air (1.29 kg m −3 ). To describe the total wet scavenging of BC more subtly, Hegg et al. [75] expanded this equation by taking the in-cloud SE of BC and precipitation rate into account (Equation (1) in that reference), which have been revealed to be of great essence.
With the intention of describing the total scavenging in a uniform way, washout ratio for snow or rain can also be expressed as Equation (6) 
Where rw is the washout ratio, while [BC]snow/rain and [BC]air represent the BC mass mixing ratio (concentration) in snow/rain and air, respectively. We did not focus on washout ratios of snow or rain in the following text, since it is only a qualitative index [64] , and few studies were available. Given the inherent discrepancies of calculation methods between in-cloud and total wet scavenging, one should be careful to make a comparison between these two kinds of SE. Recently, Xu et al. [76] described wet scavenging of BC with the conversion rates k (s −1 ) of BC from one phase to another in wet scavenging process in Community Earth System Model (CESM), including cloud activation, ice nucleation, immersion, contact/homogeneous freezing, riming, and so forth. Since the treatment firstly described most processes that BC may undergo during total wet scavenging in a uniform way, it could be a trend for future modeling study.
Current State of Knowledge of Wet Scavenging of BC
In-Cloud Mass Scavenging Efficiency of BC
Studies of cloud/fog scavenging of BC can be traced back to as early as 1980s [77] . Despite the importance of activation of BC-containing particles into cloud droplets, there have only been a small number of studies that have investigated the CCN activation of BC particles under real atmospheric conditions. Herein, we summarized the published data reporting the in-cloud MSEs of BC in Figure  2 , mainly including the results from liquid could/fog investigations. It can be seen that the in-cloud MSE of BC varied in a wide range around the world. For instance, differences can be observed between an urban site (6%) and a rural site (39%) located in the same region (Po Valley, Italy) [78, 79] . MSEs are comparable for some regions at similar altitudes, such as Puy de Dôme, Mt. Nanling, and Mt. Sonnblick [37, 40, 80] . Despite the variability, MSEs of BC are generally lower at low-altitude regions (urban, suburban, and rural sites) and increase with rising altitude (p < 0.05). These results might serve as evidence that atmospheric aging plays an important role in the chemical modification of BC, resulting in increased hygroscopicity of BC. Since high-altitude regions (usually background or mountain sites) are far from anthropogenic emission sources, BC-containing particles are likely to be heavily influenced by long-range transportation, and thus become more aged [9] . However, there are also some exceptions. At a remote mid-altitude marine site near Arctic (Zeppelin, Norway), the MSE was extremely high (~80%) [81] . This was explained by the highly aged BC-containing particles from long-range transport. A high MSE (71%) was also observed at a polluted urban site (Ji'nan, China) [82] . It is noted that the reported MSE was only an estimate from the reduction of BC concentration over the fog event, which is different from the calculation with Equation (1) representing a direct measurement result, and thus there might be other influencing factors (such as wind speed) that cannot be excluded in such estimation. In-cloud mass scavenging efficiency (MSE) of BC (mean or median values with observed ranges) reported in previous literatures, separated for near ground surface and mountain sites. The color scale denotes the altitudes of the sampling sites while the hollow dots denotes no altitude data available. More than one dot for a single site means the SEs were measured under different circumstances (e.g., time [78, 79] , diameter ranges [37] , cloud types [35] , air masses [38, 83] , peak supersaturation [84] , etc.). Observational data were collected from Karlsruhe, Germany [85] , Central Valley of California, America [86] , Zurich, Switzerland [87] , Po valley, Italy [78, 79] , Ji'nan, China [82] , Berkeley, California, America [77, 88] , Valparaíso, Chile [38] , Zeppelin, Norway [81] , Great Dun Fell, UK [83] , Nova Scotia, Canada [89] , Mt. Kleiner Feldberg, Germany [90] , Thuringian Forest, Germany [91] , Mt. Brocken, Germany [92] , Mt. Puy de Dôme, France [37, 93] , Mt. Rax, Australia [43] , Mt. Nanling, China [40] , Mt. Sonnblick, Australia [80, 94] , and Mt. Jungfraujoch, Switzerland [35, 84] .
Factors that Influence the In-Cloud SE of BC
Various factors, including the diameter of particles, mixing state, the thickness of coating materials and their chemical compositions, the supersaturation of water vapor/ liquid water content (LWC), and so on, have potential impact on the in-cloud SE of BC in liquid cloud [35, 39, 40, [95] [96] [97] . Both field observations and model simulations indicated that the SE of BC rises with the increasing particle diameter [37, 40, 98] , in which the coating thickness plays an important role. While it is wellstated that size matters more than chemical compositions [99] , the mixing state may play a relatively important role in activation of BC-containing particles. In particular, Matsui [96] found that the mass concentration of BC in interstitial phase would be underestimated by 40-60% when the influence of mixing state was excluded. Schroder et al. [39] found that BC-containing particles with 85-nm cores can only be activated after being coated thicker than 80 nm. Zhang et al. [40] pointed out that mixing state is a key factor that influence the SE of BC under low LWC (< 0.1 g m −3 ) condition. The internal mixing with sulfate (rather than organic materials) improves the incorporation of BC particles into cloud droplets [40] . Studies have revealed that BC aging timescale directly influences the mixing state of BC and hence BC wet scavenging and global budget [100] [101] [102] . He et al. [102] found condensation dominated in particle aging globally (>70%), which facilitates particles to be removed by wet scavenging processes. Through a high time-resolved ambient measurement, a recent work confirmed the fundamental role of the mixing state in determining the hygroscopicity of BC-containing particles [103] . Sarangi et al [104] figured out that mixing state was still a governing factor in the hygroscopicity of Aitken-mode BC-containing particles whose sizes were down to 70 nm. Consistently, BCcontaining particles found in cloud droplet residuals were of mixed composition, often having watersoluble coating materials [39, 40] . MSE of BC is fairly low (6%) when internally mixed with limited soluble components in urban environment [78] . The BC coated with inorganic salts (sulfate, nitrate, etc.) are more easily to be removed compare to those coated with organics [40] . The mass/number concentration of BC in mixed-phase cloud could also a potential factor in influencing the SE. Cozic et al. [35] found the MSEs of BC decreases with the increasing mass concentration, resulting in the depletion of available water vapor by considerable available CCN/IN. A considerably high concentration of BC will compete for the limited water vapor, hindering the activation to CCN/IN.
It is well known that water vapor supersaturation has predominant influence in the activation of particles. As is known, it is not likely for freshly emitted BC particles to act as CCN due to their hydrophobicity unless the water vapor supersaturation is higher than 2% [105] , far beyond the actual supersaturation (0.1-0.6%) in ambient air [98] . Generally, the half-activated diameter increases with decreasing LWC. Recent study performed at Mt. Jungfraujoch, Switzerland revealed that the MSE of BC of liquid cloud increased from ~50% under peak supersaturation (SSpeak) of 0.21% to ~80% under SSpeak of 0.5% [84] , similar to the modeling results provided by Matsui [96] , which showed a soaring MSE of BC from 50-80% at a supersaturation of 0.1% to almost 100% at a supersaturation of 1%.
Ambient temperature is also one of the parameters influencing the SE of BC. Attributed to the WBF process, the MSE of BC generally decreases with decreasing temperature in mixed-phase cloud [35] . The above study also showed that the MSEs of BC were much lower in mixed-phase cloud (5%-10%) than those in liquid-phase cloud (61% on average) [35] . Consistently, the mass concentration of BC was observed to be the highest in interstitial particles, followed by that in liquid and ice phases at Mt. Puy de Dôme site in France [93] .
The in-cloud scavenging of BC through acting as IN is considered to be at best moderate [1] . Some studies showed that the depletion of BC in ice crystal by number revealed that BC is nonsignificant in ice crystal formation [12, 106] . Similarly, Cziczo et al. [107] showed that BC was essentially absent in ice residue particles in cirrus cloud. However, observations performed at Jungfraujoch, Switzerland found that in the mixed-phase cloud, the mass fraction of BC in the ice crystal (27%) was much higher than that in the bulk aerosol (5%), indicating the possibility for BCcontaining particles to be removed by serving as IN [108] . At the same site, Targino et al. [109] pointed out that the impacts of BC on the crystal structure and size may be non-negligible. Aging processes, at odds with that in liquid-phase clouds, may impede ice formation as most IN are insoluble. Maybe fresh BC (uncoated) owns the highest possibility to be scavenged by acting as IN [1] . In such case, aging is not likely to enhance the ability of being scavenged by acting as IN. An exception is with organic coating, which may promote the heterogeneous ice formation [110] .
Total Wet Scavenging of BC by Precipitation
SE of Total BC Wet Scavenging
Rainfall is the most frequent precipitation type of aerosol particles in the atmosphere. A study performed in Arctic highlighted the importance of convective clouds outside the Arctic cycle in improving the total SE of BC [111] . Liu et al. [112] reported that precipitation can remove 65% of BC in the atmosphere at Jungfraujoch, Switzerland. A study carried out in France (temperate zone) and Africa (tropical zone) showed that BC made up 10-72% of carbonaceous particles in rainwater samples [113] . However, these fractions were only 2.5-15% in rainwater and snow water samples at four background sites in Europe, owing to less influence from anthropogenic burning sources [114] . Differences can also be seen in most of Europe (5-25%) and remote areas in Russia and Kazakhstan (30-40%) [115] .
Studies focusing on the scavenging of BC by snowfall is rare. Large variability of scavenging ratios (based on Equation (4)) was observed, including the data collected from Mt. Changbai in northeastern China (140 ± 100), Svalbard in Norway (382 and 598 on average at two sites, respectively) and polar regions (98 ± 46 and 69.48 ± 4.79 in different years in the Arctic and 119.54 ± 23.04 in Antarctica), respectively [74, 75, 116, 117] . The variability may be attributed to the uncertainties from the calculation method and complex meteorological conditions [64] .
Scavenging of BC by In-Cloud or Below-Cloud Processes
The most pronounced issue in total wet scavenging is the difficulty in distinguishing the contribution of in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging, although they have shown different characteristics in particle scavenging as mentioned above; while the modeling simulation of several precipitation events showed that in-cloud scavenging dominates the total removal above 1000 m (91% of events) and below-cloud scavenging is preferential below 1000 m (52% of events) for bulk aerosol [118] . However, the uncertainties linked to the relative contributions of these mechanisms still needed to be constrained. Recent observational studies also revealed that in-cloud nucleation scavenging is predominant, and controls the wet scavenging efficiency of accumulation-mode aerosols, similar for BC [45, 52, 119] . Levin et al. [120] found in-cloud nucleation scavenging accounted for 80% removal of particles within a size range of 0.14 to 3.0 μm. Andronache [121] pointed out that the contribution of below-cloud scavenging is negligible compared to in-cloud scavenging for particles within a size range of 0.1 to 1.0 μm under low and moderate rainfall intensity (0.1-10 mm h −1 ); however, below-cloud scavenging is more efficient to scavenging ultrafine particles (< 0.01 μm) and coarse particles (> 2 μm). In consistent, BC-containing particles were observed to shift to the small sizes with the increasing altitude, reflecting the preferential removal of larger BC-containing particles [122] .
Studies on the mass concentrations of BC in rainwater and in air may also give an indication in distinguishing the contribution of in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging. Mori et al. [58] found that the correlation between mass concentrations of BC in rainwater and in air before the precipitation occurred was fairly poor (R 2 < 0.15) for a single precipitation event, whereas it increased (R 2 = 0.58) when replacing the mass concentration of BC during a single precipitation event with monthly mean value, showing the diversity of total wet scavenging of BC among different precipitation events. A recent study reported a similar phenomenon. In that study, in-cloud scavenging was considered to be the main mechanism of BC removal and the far distance between in-cloud scavenging cloud and the measurement site was the main reason of poor agreement between the mass concentration of BC from precipitation and ambient air [123] .
A three-fold higher mass concentration of BC in cloud water compared to that in rainwater in India [124] , which might also serve as evidence for the dominant role of in-cloud nucleation scavenging for BC. However, such results are still under debate. A six-year-long field observation conducted in Japan elucidated the decrease of the mass concentration of BC is mainly attributed to below-cloud scavenging rather than in-cloud scavenging [125] . Huo et al. [126] deduced that belowcloud scavenging dominated the BC reduction in highly polluted areas, while in-cloud nucleation determined the SE of BC in clean areas according to the discrepancies of correlation between BC mass concentration and rainfall at urban, suburban and remote sites, respectively.
Potential factors influence the SE of aerosol by precipitation (mostly the below-cloud SE) include the intensity, frequency and duration of rainfall, the mixing process of rainwater and particles, the size distribution of ambient particles and rain droplets, the rain droplets falling velocity, and the category of precipitation [121, [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] . However, such studies are still limited. Study performed in Lanzhou city, northwestern China revealed that nonthunderstorm rain was more efficient in scavenging particles smaller than 500 nm while thunderstorm was efficient in scavenging particles within 500 to 1000 nm [131] . Heavy rainfall (21.0 mm d −1 on average) led to a much higher total wet SE of BC (88% on average) over inland Central China. Modest rainfall (5.0 mm d −1 on average) over the East China Sea led to a total wet SE of BC by 47% on average [135] . Kanaya et al. [125] observed a remarkable decrease of ΔBC/ΔCO with the accumulated precipitation, indicating the continuous scavenging of BC by precipitation. In that study, ΔBC/ΔCO was used to characterize the effect of wet scavenging of BC insomuch that wet scavenging shows little influence on the mass concentration of carbon monoxide (CO) compared to BC [136] . Furthermore, Latha et al. [137] built a relationship between the mass concentration of BC and rainfall intensities. They showed that the mass concentration of BC would decrease by 3.6 μg m −3 with the each increasement of 1 mm h -1 of rainfall intensity in Hyderabad, India. However, one modeling study argued that SE of rainfall may be more sensitive to the frequency of rainfall than intensity of precipitation [133] .
Modeling Results on the Wet Scavenging of BC
Currently, most modeling studies involve in the mass concentration instead of the SE of BC directly. The quantitative comparison of MSE between field observations and modeling simulations can hardly be found, for various uncertainties from environmental conditions [138] . However, the results could still be indicative for the role of wet deposition in the mass concentration of BC in the atmosphere. Using a global chemical transport model, Wang et al. [66] compared mass concentrations of BC particles measured over the central Pacific with the model predictions, and concluded that most models may not be accurately simulating the wet scavenging of BC into cloud droplets. Similarly, Koch et al. [139] compared the simulation mass concentration of BC from various models with measured values on global-scale. The results showed that many models underestimated BC loading in low to mid troposphere in high-latitude areas, which may be linked to the excessive vertical transport and the lack of wet scavenging of BC by precipitation clouds. The comparison between model AeroCom Phase II and observation indicated that put wet scavenging into consideration would shrink the difference between the modeling and observation results, in particular, where the BC mass concentration is dominated by wet scavenging [140] . In the Arctic region, opposite modeling results were obtained. Iversen et al. [141] pointed out the overestimation of precipitation in model led to the underestimation of mass concentration of BC, whereas Browse [44] and Samset et al. [140] showed the opposite results. The underestimation of mass concentration of BC in winter and overestimation in monsoon at four sites in India can be explained by the low emission rate in winter and inefficiency of wet scavenging in monsoon [142] .
In the limited studies focusing on the wet scavenging of BC, some modeling results matched well with field observations, reporting similar wet deposition of BC in field observation (72%) and model simulation (60%) in rural areas in East Asia [143, 144] . On the other hand, most modeling results disagreed with the field observations. Some researches figured out that taking convective scavenging and coagulation/impaction scavenging into consideration would shrink the gap between modeling simulations and field observations, but large uncertainties still remain [138, 145, 146] . Currently, most models do not represent in-cloud scavenging processing explicitly, although they do represent total cloud scavenging. In addition, some models do represent in-cloud scavenging with more physical-based parameterizations (e.g., Xu et al. [76] , Croft et al. [147] , Yang et al. [148] ). However, it is still far from sufficient to represent both the in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging of BC. Vignati et al. [46] reported that the lifetime of BC will increase by 10% if the SE of large-scale convectional precipitation decreases by 30%, however, the lifetime would be little changed if no below-scavenging occurs. The underestimation of wet scavenging of BC by snowfall in Canada by two folds in warm cloud and one hundred folds in cold cloud revealed the inflexibility of model, and highlighted the remarkable effectiveness by warm cloud on wet scavenging of BC [149] .
Research Needs
A number of assumptions on atmospheric processes about BC, which may influence its scavenging behavior, such as the fraction of hydrophilic BC in total BC, time of the transformation from hydrophobic BC into hydrophilic ones, mixing state, and the fraction of hydrophobic BC serving as IN, have been put forward and tested in models. However, these assumptions could not be extensively applicable worldwide [64] . To help better constrain these models, additional studies on the activation of BC into cloud droplets under real atmospheric conditions would be helpful to improve the parameterization in models [150] [151] [152] .
To parameterize the wet scavenging rate, Equations (2) and (3)Equation (2) ; Equation (3) are commonly used. However, they are based on the hypothesis stated in Section 2.1, which simplified the actual scavenging processes. Up to date parameters that are able to describe the wet scavenging of BC are still limited [141, 153] . Several studies treated such issues by introducing the parameters used in dry deposition of BC or simply regarding bulk aerosol as a homogenously entirety (including BC). In that case, the parameters are treated as constants, which is not reasonable [21, 45, 51, 143] . Field observations should include critical influencing factors to establish a robust relationship between the SE of BC and the various influence factors. Regarding the certain influence of size and mixing state on the SE of BC, it is thus critical for modeling studies to include the size-resolved mixing state of BCcontaining particles [98, 154] .
More Field Measurements on the Direct Links between SEs of BC and the Physical and Chemical Properties of BC-Containing Particles
While there were some separated studies measuring the SEs of BC and the physical and chemical properties of BC-containing particles, knowledge on their direct links are still limited [9, 42] . Thus it is necessary to simultaneously investigate the evolution of BC in cloud processes and its interactions with cloud scavenging [87] , in order to gain a better understanding on the interactions between BC and clouds. As widely accepted, the physical and chemical properties of BC-containing particles are ever-changing throughout their lifetime in the atmosphere, significantly contributing to the uncertainty associated with the BC-cloud interaction. Size and mixing state are known to be crucial in influencing the lifetime of BC via nucleation scavenging [87, 155] . Recent studies have described the size and mixing state of BC with other substances in cloud droplets with SPMS, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), or SP2 [8, 11, 39, 40] . Furthermore, such studies were mostly performed in urban environment [156] [157] [158] .
Morphology of BC has also been reported to be an ever-changing property in atmospheric processes and show great impacts on climate [159, 160] . TEM analysis is an offline approach widely used to observe the morphology of particles [161] . However, few studies have been carried out to describe the morphology of BC in cloud processes. Ueda et al. [162] revealed that most BC-containing particles remained in interstitial phase were insoluble according to the discrepancies of the morphology of BC before and after dialysis with water. Liu et al. [11] used TEM to recognize the morphology and chemical composition of cloud residue particles at Mt. Tai and pointed out that BC incorporated into cloud droplets were attached with sulfate-rich (S-rich) particles, similar to the results for Mt. Nanling site [40] .
High Time-Resolved Investigations of the NSE of BC-Containing Particles
While previous studies reporting MSE of BC could be useful for validating modeling results, the CCN/IN properties of BC-containing particles are more closely linked to particle number concentration and size. However, there were only a small number of studies that have investigated the activation of BC particles into cloud droplets based on particle number concentrations under real atmospheric conditions. In addition, studies investigating BC mass scavenging would miss the information on the contribution of particle size and mixing state to the activation of BC-containing particles into fog/clouds [39, 40] . Croft et al. [163] found that the coagulation/impaction scavenging of interstitial particles into larger cloud droplets strongly limited the number concentration of smaller particles (<200 nm). Taking this mechanism into account, the number concentration of cloud droplets larger than 10 nm decreased by 15-21% globally [146] . Based on a two-year-long observation, Yin et al. [164] revealed a moderate correlation between LWC and number concentration of cloud droplets (R = 0.65). Scohroder et al. [39] found the NSE was only 1-10% for BC at Mt. Jungfraujoch. Zhang et al. [40] reported a NSE of 5-45% for BC-containing particles at Mt. Nanling in Southern China, increasing with the increasing particle sizes.
However, there is still no data reporting the high time-resolved NSE of the BC-containing particles. In fact, the life cycle of cloud/fog can be roughly divided into four stages including formation, development, stability and dissipation [165, 166] . The physicochemical properties of cloud droplets keep changing in the whole process. The regularity of SE of aerosol particles was not identical even in a cloud event, as observed at the Mt. Åreskutan in Swedish [167] . 
